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Here are the arrests reported by Plainfield police from July 2 to July 4. July 2 James E. Shears, 23, of the 700 block of Inland Circle in Naperville, was arrested near the intersection of Route ...
Multiple DUI Arrests Over 4th of July Weekend: Plainfield PD
Of all the violence and death Deb encounters over eight seasons of "Dexter," the worst thing she does is a little surprising.
The Worst Thing Deb Ever Did On Dexter
Premier Iain Rankin repeatedly dodged questions from reporters Wednesday about whether he was drunk when arrested for impaired driving in 2005.
Premier Rankin dodges drunk driving questions, court records detail 2005 crash
In telling the story of Carlos DeLuna, a young Corpus Christi man executed in 1989 for murder, that means ultimately trying to figure out: Did DeLuna really stab Wanda Lopez to death in 1983? Another ...
Texas Executed Carlos DeLuna for Murder in 1989. A New Documentary Says He Was Innocent.
Modern espionage has become a delicate balancing act in which one wrong move could end in turmoil or war… and no one knows that better than ex-MI6 agent Marc Dane.
Rogue by James Swallow: Tingling with menace and suspense - book review
No trace of blood was found on him ... In 2004, Columbia University law professor James Liebman, intrigued by the case, launched an investigation of his own with the help of his law students ...
Innocent man executed: Director hopes film could spark Biden to change death penalty
He was an innocent creature who was willing to do anything to help and protect his friends, and Harry couldn't do anything to save him. Born into the pureblood Black family, Sirius Black was a ...
28 major 'Harry Potter' movie deaths, ranked from least to most heartbreaking
According to reports, some innocent people were caught up in the ... bodies lying on the floor of the hallway, covered with blood. Some injured were seen lying on the floor with blood gushing ...
Nigerian cultists in UAE clash in bloody fight, leaving several dead
CytoImmune Therapeutics, a clinical-stage immunotherapy company developing a novel class of NK cell-based therapies for cancer, announced today that it will host a key opinion webinar (KOL) on human ...
CytoImmune Therapeutics Hosting Key Opinion Leader Webinar on Human Natural Killer (NK) Cell Immunotherapy
It was formed to review past convictions where there are credible claims that the defendant is actually innocent. The petition was organized by an alliance of advocacy groups including Color of ...
Queens DA is petitioned by 40,000 people to reopen case of murdered jogger Karina Vetrano amid accusations her convicted killer was coerced into a confession
James Liebman, and his students who had set out to prove something that advocates of capital punishment vehemently deny – that mistakes are made and innocent prisoners die. The resulting book ...
‘He died in agony’: how mistaken identity led to a man’s execution
There have been new developments in the cases of two people involved in the homicide of a 5-year-old boy in November 2019.
Murdered Great Falls boy's mother pleads guilty; new charges for man involved in the crime
It's convenient and looks pretty innocent but it's a potential killer for dogs especially at a busy party where the dog manages to find a tasty morsel he finds on the ground' ...
NI vet warning over BBQ favourite that could kill your dog
Government sources rejected claims it would amount to an amnesty for Army veterans and paramilitaries. | ITV National News ...
Statute of limitations on prosecutions for Northern Ireland Troubles 'by end of autumn'
Joe K. Gohl, 25, of 1730 Rutland Ave., theft, innocent, continued, PD appointed. Dylan M. Lower, 22, of 2843 Ash Dr., DUS- operator license forfeiture, continued, NAPT. James K. Mccoy, 30, of 629 W.
Clark County Municipal Court cases
Start the day smarter. Get all the news you need in your inbox each morning. The man in the wheelchair was an innocent bystander, according to police. Police found at least 20 shell casings at the ...
Detroit banquet hall shooting leaves 1 dead, 5 others injured
The Myeni family's lawyer, James Bickerton, said the couple testified ... Myeni's wife, Lindsay, said the footage confirmed that her husband was innocent. The pair lived in Hawaii with their ...
‘We all knew you were innocent' — New footage of Lindani Myeni’s death opens old wounds
Hodge said the first shootings occurred at about 10:40 p.m. in the 500 block of Williams Street with an argument that a man named James Walters ... laying down, blood on his face and arms.
Innocent Mobile man shot to death by man who targeted wrong apartment, police say
President Andrés Manuel López Obrador said evidence indicated that 15 of the victims were innocent bystanders ... “They killed him in cold blood, he and two of his companions,” said Olga ...

Philippa Palfrey's fantasy about her past is shattered when her adoptive family reveals the truth about her parents and their connection to a long-ago murder.
Adopted as a child into a privileged family, Philippa Palfrey fantasizes that she is the daughter of an aristocrat and a parlor maid. The terrifying truth about her parents and a long-ago murder is only the first in a series of shocking betrayals. Philippa quickly learns that those who delve into the secrets of the past must be on guard when long-buried horrors begin to stir. "As a crime novel," wrote the London Times, Innocent Blood is "the peak of the art." "Flawlessly
crafted...profoundly, masterfully moving," Cosmopolitan concurred.
When a terrorist bomb devastates an exclusive junior school in Hollywood, killing the sons and daughters of many famous TV and movie actors and producers, all hell breaks loose. Among the many dead is Danny Bell, the son of successful comedy writer Frank Bell. Responsibility for the blast is claimed by a group who say that they want to put the decadent Western media out of business for good.
The internationally acclaimed author of the L.A. Quartet and The Underworld USA Trilogy, James Ellroy, presents another literary noir masterpiece of historical paranoia. Los Angeles, 1958. Killings, beatings, bribes, shakedowns--it's standard procedure for Lieutenant Dave Klein, LAPD. He's a slumlord, a bagman, an enforcer--a power in his own small corner of hell. Then the Feds announce a full-out investigation into local police corruption, and everything goes
haywire. Klein's been hung out as bait, "a bad cop to draw the heat," and the heat's coming from all sides: from local politicians, from LAPD brass, from racketeers and drug kingpins--all of them hell-bent on keeping their own secrets hidden. For Klein, "forty-two and going on dead," it's dues time. Klein tells his own story--his voice clipped, sharp, often as brutal as the events he's describing--taking us with him on a journey through a world shaped by monstrous ambition,
avarice, and perversion. It's a world he created, but now he'll do anything to get out of it alive. Fierce, riveting, and honed to a razor edge, White Jazz is crime fiction at its most shattering.
With all the qualities that P. D. James’s readers have come to expect: a masterly psychological and emotional richness of characterization, a vivid evocation of place and a credible and exciting mystery. When the notorious investigative journalist, Rhoda Gradwyn, books into Mr. Chandler-Powell’s private clinic in Dorset for the removal of a disfiguring, long-standing facial scar, she has every prospect of a successful operation by a distinguished surgeon, a week’s peaceful
convalescence in one of Dorset’s most beautiful manor houses and the beginning of a new life. She will never leave Cheverell Manor alive. When Adam Dalgliesh and his team are called in to investigate the murder – and a second death occurs – even more complicated problems than the question of innocence or guilt arise.
Invited to protect an actress within the rose red walls of a fairy-tale castle, Detective Cordelia Gray finds the stage is set for death. Actress Clarissa Lisle has always been famous for her ravishing beauty—and her unscrupulous manipulations. Now on the death-shrouded island of Courcy, her schemes win her a starring role in a nightmare in which she can trust no one—not her deceived husband; her dangerously insecure stepson; her ominously genial host; her dependent,
desperate cousin; or her cruelly amusing ex-lover. Soon Detective Cordelia gray finds that nothing is as it seems on Courcy—especially after the curtain goes down. Here she must delve into ancient secrets and guilt-stained pasts—and risk her life to stop a brilliantly cunning murderer who has set the stage for her death.
Adam Dalgliesh takes on a baffling murder in the rarefied world of London book publishing in this masterful mystery from one of our finest novelists. Commander Adam Dalgliesh and his team are confronted with a puzzle of impenetrable complexity. A murder has taken place in the offices of the Peverell Press, a venerable London publishing house located in a dramatic mock-Venetian palace on the Thames. The victim is Gerard Etienne, the brilliant but ruthless new
managing director, who had vowed to restore the firm's fortunes. Etienne was clearly a man with enemies—a discarded mistress, a rejected and humiliated author, and rebellious colleagues, one of who apparently killed herself a short time earlier. Yet Etienne's death, which occurred under bizarre circumstances, is for Dalgliesh only the beginning of the mystery, as he desperately pursues the search for a killer prepared to strike and strike again.
On the day she turned seventy-seven, internationally acclaimed mystery writer P. D. James embarked on an endeavor unlike any other in her distinguished career: she decided to write a personal memoir in the form of a diary. Over the course of a year she set down not only the events and impressions of her extraordinarily active life, but also the memories, joys, discoveries, and crises of a lifetime. This enchantingly original volume is the result. Time to Be in Earnest offers
an intimate portrait of one of most accomplished women of our time. Here are vivid, revealing accounts of her school days in Cambridge in the 1920s and '30s, her happy marriage and the tragedy of her husband's mental illness, and the thrill of publishing her first novel, Cover Her Face, in 1962. As she recounts the decades of her exceptional life, James holds forth with wit and candor on such diverse subjects as the evolution of the detective novel, her deep love of the
English countryside, her views of author tours and television adaptations, and her life-long obsession with Jane Austen. Wise and frank, engaging and graceful, this "fragment of autobiography" will delight and surprise P. D. James's admirers the world over.
An Unsuitable Job for a Woman introduces bestselling mystery author P.D. James’s courageous but vulnerable young detective, Cordelia Gray, in a “top-rated puzzle of peril that holds you all the way” (The New York Times). Handsome Cambridge dropout Mark Callender died hanging by the neck with a faint trace of lipstick on his mouth. When the official verdict is suicide, his wealthy father hires fledgling private investigator Cordelia Gray to find out what led him to
self-destruction. What she discovers instead is a twisting trail of secrets and sins, and the strong scent of murder.
Every book tells a story And the 70 titles in the Pocket Penguins series are emblematic of the renowned breadth of quality that formed part of the original Penguin vision in 1935, and that continues to define our publishing today. Together, they tell one version of the unique story of Penguin. highly praised crime novels for more than forty years, and Penguin is proud to publish them in paperback. Her most famous and enduring creation is the poet-detective Adam Dalgliesh,
and in Innocent House taken from Original Sin he is confronted with a suspicious death and a puzzle at a respected publishing house.
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